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Royal Irish Academy, January 25. 

E. J. CoNWAY, J. M. O'CoNNOR and D. K. 
O'DoNOVAN: Influence of temperature on the activity 
of the kidney in relation to its influence on oxygen 
consumption. Expressing the secretory activity as 
an energy equation-with free passage of urea across 
the tubular cells-the slope of the oxygen consumption 
of the animal and that of the activity of the kidney 
with temperature are identical. On the curve of 
activity with temperature there appear three main 
phases similar to those on the oxygen curve, the 
latter being already described (O'Connor, Proc. 
R.I.A.). The diurnal variations of body temperature 
in the normal human subject (96·4°-98·6° F. in 
the subject investigated) also show a temperature 
effect similar to that on total oxygen consumption, 
with minimum at 97·2°F., and the two main phases 
already described for renal activity (Conway) receive 
a satisfactory metabolic explanation. The lowest 
nergy requirement for the maximum urea secretion 
was computed on the most general basis of an active 
secretion process, and found to he of the same order 
as that derived from the experimental values of the 
oxygen consumption as given in the general literature. 

February 22. 

E. J. CoNWAY: Structural laws of the mammalian 
kidney with theoretical derivations. Details of certain 
structural laws of the mammalian kidney with 
theoretical derivation were presented. These were 
already briefly announced in NATURE of February 6, 
and referred to the agreement of the actual relation-
ships with the following theoretical equations : 

n (number of tubules) W 0 • 44 • X a constant. 
l (length of the first convoluted 

tubule) W0 ' 222 X 

g (diameter of the glomerulus) = W 0• 111 X , 
d (diameter of the first con-

voluted tubule) W0•000 X ., 

Paris 
Academy of Sciences, May 10 (O.R., 204, 1377-1448). 

ALEXANDRE GuiLLIERMOND and RoGER GAUTH-
ERET : The conditions under which neutral red pro-
duces the vital coloration of the vacuoles. For most 
of the fungi studied, the vital coloration of the 
vacuoles with neutral red is only possible in cells 
which have their growth arrested : as soon as the 
cells start growing they are decolorized. Saprolegnia 
and roots of wheat behave differently, and always 
accumulate neutral red at the commencement of 
their growth. 

JEAN BosLER and HENRI RoURE: The disappear-
ance of Biela's comet. In 1867, C. Bruhns pointed 
out that Biela's comet in January 1846 passed near 
the orbit of the Leonids ; if the orbits met, this 
might account for the disappearance of the comet. 
The author's calculations confirm those of Bruhns. 

NICOLAS KRYLOFF and NICOLAS BoGOLIOUBOFF: 
Probabilities en chaine. 

Z. W ARASZKIEWICZ : Topologically homogeneous 
plane curves. 

CHI-TAr CHUANG: A generalization of a theorem 
of Valiron. 

ROBERT FoRTET : The iteration of certain linear 
substitutions. 

HENRI MILLOUX : The meromorph functions in a 
circle. 

ARNAUD DENJOY : The approximation of certain 
sums. 

DE MIRA FERNANDES : The calculation of the 
energy of acceleration of a solid body. 

LlCCIEN MALAVARD and JosEPH PERES: The 
boundary wall corrections in elliptical wind chambers. 

GusTAV ANDRE MOKRZYCKI: The work required 
from starting an aeroplane to the point at which it 
leaves the ground. 

JEAN LOUIS DESTOUCHES : The interaction of two 
corpuscles in relativistic wave mechanics. 

JEAN RouBAUD-VALETTE : The interpretation of 
the operators employed by Dirac by means of the 
fundamental magnitudes of hyperspace. 

PHILIPPE TONGAS : A new empirical expression 
for the total heat of superheated steam. 

THEODORE V. IoNEscu: A new oscillator with 
very short waves (microwaves). The apparatus 
described and illustrated gives an oscillation of wave-
length 36 em. 

MME. ARLETTE TouRNAIRE-VAssY : The relative 
measurement of the absorption coefficients of ozone 
in the region of the Chappuis bands. 

LEON CAPDECO:\IME and PIERRE JACQUET : The 
reflecting power of copper. Polishing by the anodic 
method gives copper surfaces the reflective power of 
which is more constant and less alterable than surfaces 
obtained by the usual mechanical method. 

MLLE. WILLY A. LuB : The optical spectrum of 
actinium. Actinium is the only element the optical 
spectrum of which is unknown. Starting with 
lanthanum oxide containing actinium, the wave-
lengths of seven new lines have been measured which 
appear to be due to actinium. 

F. BARILLET and MLLE. A. CHOISNARD: The 
evolution of the interfacial tensions in the neighbour-
hood of saturation. 

FRANQOIS BouRION, E. RouYER and MLLE. 0. 
HuN : The determination of the individual hydration 
of the ions. 

MLLE. HENRIETTE ScHUHLER: The ultra-violet 
spectral properties of salicylic acid as a function of 
the pH. 

VICTOR AUGER and MLLE. NINA IvANOFF: The 
molybdenum blues. A phosphoceruleomolybdic acid. 

HALDUN N. TEREM : The corrosion of beryllium 
bronzes. 

GEORG:j!:S LAUDE : The formation of ammonia by 
boiling some proteins with solutions of potash. 

ROGER DE LARAMBERGUE : The synthesis of 
cyanamide by the oxidation, in the presence of 
ammonia, of son1e sugars, loovulose, arabinose, 
mannitol and glycerol. 

FRANQOIS KRAUT : The breccias and conglomerates 
of the neighbourhood ofRochechouart (Haute-Vienne). 

ANTONIO DE MEDEIROS GoUVEA and GEORGES 
ZBYSZEWSKI : Observations on the Portuguese 
coast between the mouth of the River Odesseixe and 
that of Rio Mira. 

RoBERT LAFFITTE : Some levels containing Foram-
inifera of the Cretacean at Aures (Algeria). 

JosuE HEILMANN HoFFET : The Cretacean of Bas· 
Laos. 

LEVI HERMAN and MME. RENEE HERMAN-
MoNTAGNE : The meaning of measurements relating 
to the quantity of dust or smoke shown at the ground-
level. 
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JEAN CHAZE : The production of choline in the 
caryopses and seedlings of darnel, in relation with 
parasitism. 

HENRI MARCELET : The presence of a new c19 
alcohol in the wax extracted from the oil of the fruit 
of the raspberry. 

GEORGES BROOKS : The phosphorescent mineral 
matter in the bony tissues of the frog (Rana esculenta). 

Amsterdam 
Royal Academy (Proc., 40, No. 5, May 1937). 

J. F. SCHOUTEN: The role of electric, photo-
chemical and diffusion phenomena in vision. Quanti-
tative determinations of the change in the sensitivity 
of the fovea produced by stimulation of a part of 
the retina by light. 

F. A. VENING MEINESZ: The gravity expedition 
of the Dutch submarine 016 in the North Atlantic, 
J anuary ll - March 16, 1937. 

W. H. KEESOM, Mrss H. VAN DER HoRST and 
K. W. TACONIS: Measurements the 
volumes of mercury menisci. Determinations carried 
out by an X-ray method. 

W. H. KEESOM and P. H. VAN LAER: (I) Mea..’jure-
ments of the latent heat of tin in passing from the 
supraconductive to the non-supraconductive state at 
constant temperature. (2) Relaxation phenomena 
in supraconductivity. 

A. A. NIJLAND : Mean light curves of long-period 
variables . (28) Z. Ceti. (29) U. P ersei. (30) S. Lyncis. 

H. R. KRUYT and J. OosTERMAN : Flow potentials 
on platinum. 

J. TER BERG and F. M. JAEGER: The possibility 
of distinguishing right- and left-handed structures in 
crystals by means of their Laue patterns. 

P. E. VERKADE, J. VANDER LEE and A. J. S. VAN 
ALPHEN: Researches on fat metabolism (10). Feed-
ing experiments on dogs with simple saturated 
triglycerides. 

H. A. BROUWER : Metamorphic rocks at Tome 
Trask (Lappland). 

K. MAHLER : Arithmetic properties of a class of 
decimal fractions. 

V. LEVIN: Two remarks on van der Corput’s 
generalization of Knopp’s inequality. 

W. H. ARisz and J. OuDMAN: (1) Influence of 
aggregation on the transport of asparagine and 
caffeine in the tentacles of Drosera capensis. (2) 
Transport of introduced nitrogeneous substances in 
the leaves of Vallisneria spiralis. 

L. A. H. BouwMAN : A n ew species of the genus 
Sabinia. 

G. P. FRETS: The relation of head length and 
head index of Johannsen and the spurious correlation 
of Pearson. 

Moscow 
Academy of Sciences (C.R., 14, No. 5; 1937). 

S. FrNIKOV : Laplacean suites with two projectively 
applicable congruences. 

A. ANDRONOV and L. PoNTRJAGIN : Gross systems. 
E. LEONTOVIC and A. MAYER : Trajectories which 

determine the qualitative structure and the division 
of the sphere into trajectories. 

L. KANTORovrc : The sequence of linear opera-
tions. 

H. HILMY : A property of the minimal ensembles. 
S. N. VERNOV: Measurement of cosmic rays in 

the stratosphere at the magnetic latitude 35°. 

A. S. KoMPANEIETZ: Absorption of sound by 
crystals at high temperatures. 

S. A. UKHOLIN: Influence of temperature on the 
combined spectrum of carbon tetrachloride in the 
liquid and gaseous states. 

P. BAzULIN: Influence of temperature on the 
absorption of ultra-sonic waves by benzene and carbon 
tetrachloride. 

P. P. LAZAREFF : Thermic theory of changes in 
the peripheric visual sensibility due to geophysical 
causes. 

P. P. LAZAREFF and I. A. LOURIE: Adaptation 
in peripheral vision in normal and imbecile infants. 

K. A. KRAKAU, E. J. MUKHIN and M. S. HEINRICH : 
Equilibrium diagram of the ternary system Na2Si0 3-

PbSi02-Si02. 
S. FRISCH : The 3P 0- 3P term combination in the 

arc spectrum of cerium. 
V. V. CELINCEV: Compounds of chinones with 

HCl, H 3P04 , CH3COOH, and their chlorination. 
N. K. PsENCYN: A new type of iridium com-

pound. 
A. V. SoLOVJEV: Electrochemical investigation of 

the anti-corrosive properties of sodium nitrite. 
A. F. SOSEDKO: Geochemical diagram of pcgma-

tites of the principal arcs of mountain chains of 
Central Asia. 

J. LARIONOV and J. M. ToLMACEV : Chemical com-
position of cassiterites. 

M. GUDLET and E. KARDO-SYsOJEVA : Oxidation 
of ascorbic acid (vitamin C) in plants. 

V. S. SADIKOV : A new m ethod of isola ting amino 
acids, peptides and cyclopeptides from protein 
hydrolysates. 

J. D. POLJAKOV: A new apparatus for measuring 
the oxygen consumed by small aquatic animal&. 

Vienna 
Academy of Sciences, March ll. 

LUDWIG EcKHART : Affine representation and 
axonometry. A method is given for the construction 
of the projection of a body in any plane from its 
ground plan and elevation. 

KARL FEDERHOFER : Calculation of the normal 
modes of vibration of a spherical shell. 

ALFONS KLEMENC and WALTER NEUMANN: Exact 
estimation of a nitric oxide-nitrogen dioxide mixture 
by the methods of gas analysis. 

ERNST STORFER : Precipitation of trithiourea 
cuprous chloride from its aqueous solution. 

F. BILGER, W. HALDEN, E. MAYER-PITSCH and 
M. PESTEMER: Fatty matter in yeast (5). Quantita-
tive relations in the biological formation of ergosterin. 

W. JoRDE : Thermal polymerization of styrol. 
WALTER HXusLMAYER : Chemical development of 

the markings of butterflies. Wings extracted from 
the pupa develop markings when placed in tyrosinase. 
This action of tyrosinase is hindered by uric acid. 

MARTHA GErRINGER : Influence of the central 
nervous system on the adaptation of the colour of 
the frog (Hyla arborea L.). Severing the nerve con-
n ecting the regio chiasmatica to the pituitary destroys 
the ability of the frog to adapt its colour to its 
surroundings, while leaving the eyesight unimpaired. 

GusTAV GoTZINGER: Geological analysis of the 
Quaternary deposits in the Traun valley region above 
Gmunden. The hydrographical state of the valley 
during various periods of recession of the main 
glacier is determined. 
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